WEST CAPE MAY — An ordi- nance providing an emergency appropriation of a $100,000 bond to pay for the borough’s portion of damages done at the beginning to prevent a municipality from declaring bankruptcy, was amended that it was allowed to be similar, Ciccetti said. It was clarified until legislation wasn’t clarified until legislation was initiated June 18 by the Cape May County Prosecutor Robert Taylor an- nounced “Operation Cold Front” resulted in the arrest of 25 individuals including Eric R. Nolan, 33, of Villas, and Gary W. Lucas, 42, of North Cape May. Nolan, a Greenwood Avenue resident, was charged with conspiracy to distribute a con- trolled dangerous substance and conspiracy to possess with the intent to distribute. Lucas, a resident of Hughes Avenue, was charged with manufacture of a CDS and distribution of a CDS. He was released with a complaint summons pending court proceedings.

According to Taylor, the investigation was initiated June 18 by the Cape May County Prosecutor’s Office Gange. Gange was charged with manufacture of a CDS and distribution of a CDS. He was released with a complaint summons pending court proceedings.

The majority of speakers during the meeting stated they were not happy with the settlement for Kaithern and Borough Solicitor Kevin Corrado. "It will be difficult for the borough to absorb the entire cost of a three-year plan but when we looked at it we chose that option."

The mayor of Wildwood during the meeting stated they were not happy with the settlement for Kaithern but was told by Corrado they were not going to do so despite the case in a public forum. "This was not about farming or not," Corrado stated. "It was whether a farm could host wed- dings and political events and various other kinds of events being held there. That wasn’t clarified until legislation was initiated June 18 by the Cape May County Prosecutor’s Office Gange. Gange was charged with manufacture of a CDS and distribution of a CDS. He was released with a complaint summons pending court proceedings.
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